
      
 

               White Christmas 
Performance Report 

Jennifer Soderblom, PSM 

 
PERFORMANCE #13 
DAY:  Thursday 
DATE:  12/10/07 

DU JOUR:  Mark Turner 
HOUSE MANAGER:  David York 
ATTENDANCE:  340 

 
TUNE:  7:33 
ACT ONE START:  7:36 
ACT ONE END:  8:52 
TOTAL: 

TUNE:  9:11 
ACT TWO START:  9:12 
ACT TWO END:  10:00 
TOTAL:  :48:00 

 
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY: 
A little excitement prior to the show when a smoldering saw dust pile was discovered under the table saw in the scene shop.  After 
further investigation it was determined that the cause was most likely a spark from welding that had occurred earlier in the day.  Crew 
were able to solve the situation prior to presetting props in that location.  All’s well that ends well…thank goodness.  
This evening’s show was fantastic!  The cast and orchestra seemed very pleased and the crew rocked the shifts!  They sounded great.  
I’m especially pleased it went so well since Pam graced us with her presence this evening.  We have a quintet brush up at 6:50 
tomorrow. 
 
 
 
PROPS: 
1.  Our Inn Christmas tree looks a bit shabby after an accidental collision back stage with the stage right scenic wagon in wing 2.  The 
star on top had to be re-attached tonight and the tree is now leaning precariously to one side.  The whole kit-n-caboodle should 
probably be looked at and adjusted.  Sorry for the note – we’ll practice a clearer traffic pattern with the crew to avoid this problem in 
the future.  Nikki has all the details. 
2.  A bulb was broken on the Phil’s dressing room mirror unit during pre-show set up.  Ryan replaced it. 
3.  Please take a look at the casters on the Inn tree.  They don’t seem to be operating as smoothly as when we started this gig.  
4.  Please take a look at the WWII drop.  It seems to be tearing through its ties.  The actors are getting more physical with this prop as 
they settle in to the run of the show.  
5.  A piece of veneer on the brown piano bench came off from underneath. The structure has not been compromised.  All is well.  Just 
thought you should know. 
6.  The crew cleaned the tap boxes today, in response to your mid-run prop check up.  They look like new. 
7. We anticipate needing an extra copy of the Let Me Sing and  White Christmas music to get through the end of the run. 
8.  One of the screws on the one-man band tends to come loose.  We’ve added a “tighten screw” to our prop preset! 
9.  Thank you for the spare shopping bag and for the extra dish sponges for the crew. 
 
SETS/PAINT: 
1.  Rob and Steve:  I would like to request a rigging and slips stage check at our ½ way point through the run (Tomorrow, December 
11th).  Just as a matter of safety.  Please confirm. 
2.  The piano drop caught the 3rd portal while flying in at intermission.  Please check the fly/air space.  It seems like it hangs  more at 
an angle than when we opened.   Electrics performed maintenance notes yesterday on an adjacent batten.  Is it possible that something 
may have gotten bumped inadvertently? 
3.  Please check the wagons for wear and tear when you do your rigging check.  
4.  Shelf in mop closet adjacent to the scene shop is pulling away from the wall.  It’s been taken down for the time being.  It will need 
new dry wall anchors to reinstall it.  Not sure who’s note this is… 
 
 
COSTUMES: 
No major notes.  Meghan did a great job filling in for Leslie this evening as our stage right dresser! 
1.  For the record, Melinda’s blue dress has been altered (at her request) to make it more comfy and fit better.  Apparently, all her 
costumes were altered to accommodate her pregnancy, much to her surprise.  The alteration to her black dress has been reversed (at 
her request). 
2.  Would it be possible to maintain Branch’s tap shoes on our next day off? 
 
 



LIGHTS/SOUND: 
1.  Please see Sets note #2.  
2.  Please see Props note #2 
 
 
HOUSE / WEATHER: 
The play a supporting role sponsor of our orchestra was sitting in the front row tonight. / Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow… 
 
 
QUOTE OF THE SHOW: 
“I have no control over the slip stage computer and I have no idea why.”   

~  Andrew (He quickly discovered the reason for the loss of         
       control and quickly remedied it like a champ!) 
 
 
NEXT PERFORMANCE: 
Friday, December 11th @ 7:30PM. 
 
 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
1. Sydney performed this evening.  Brianna will perform tomorrow’s evening performance; Sydney will go on for the matinee. 
 
 


